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Abstract— Gene clustering is a method for finding gene sets 

which are related to the same biological processes or molecular 

function. In order to find these gene sets, previous studies have 

clustered genes which showed similar mRNA expression or a 

specific expression pattern in a (sub) sample set. However, for 

two contrasting groups of samples, it is not easy to identify gene 

sets which show significant expression pattern in only one group 

using current gene clustering methods. Existing biclustering 

methods use only one group (disease) of samples. It is hard to 

identify disease specific biclusters which are differentially 

expressed in the disease although those methods can find 

biclusters which have specific expression pattern. Here, we 

proposed a novel method using a genetic algorithm in gene 

expression data, in order to find gene sets which can represent 

specific subtype of cancer. Proposed method finds gene sets 

which have statistically differential mRNA expression on two 

contrasting samples and fraction of cancer samples. The resulting 

gene modules share higher number of GO (Gene Ontology) terms 

related to a specific disease than gene modules identified by 

current algorithms. We also identify that when we integrate 

protein-protein interaction data with gene expression data of 

colorectal cancer samples, proposed method can find more 

functionally related gene sets. 

Keywords— Gene module; Biclustering; Microarray; Genetic 

Algorithm 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Disease related genes do not affect the whole process of the 
disease progress and subtypes of heterogeneous disease like 
cancer are characterized by distinct genetic alteration [1]. 

Therefore, finding gene sets whose expression patterns reflect 
characteristics of cancer subtypes would be helpful to 
understand cancer more comprehensively. For identifying such 
genes, individual samples as well as genes should be 
considered during search process, since many genes show high 
variance in their expression even on samples of same group. In 
this study, we use a bicluster method to find gene module. 
Bicluster method is a kind of co-clustering technique, which 
clusters genes and samples at the same time in order to find 
gene sets which show significant expression on specific 
samples. Finding biclusters is NP-hard problem and most of 
bicluster algorithms use heuristic method or probabilistic 
approximation.  

Since Cheng and Church [2] have started to use bicluster 
method for analyzing gene expression data at first, many 
bicluster methods [2-7] have been introduced for analyzing 
gene expression data. CC [2], OPSM [3], ISA [4] are most 
typical bicluster methods. CC takes finding biclusters as 
optimization problem. It calculates mean squared residue score 
of candidate biclusters for finding optimized biclusters which 
has additive pattern. Additionally, if the mean squared residue 
score of a bicluster is close to 0, the bicluster becomes 
optimized. OPSM method is the bicluster method which finds 
order preserving sub matrixes (bicluster). In order preserving 
sub matrix, there exists a permutation of columns and the 
permutation is arranged in non-decreasing pattern. For example, 
it finds biclusters of which mRNA expression is order 
preserved sample-wise as an output. ISA method gives high 
weight to gene and sample, if the mRNA expression is high at 
the gene and the sample, and consequently finds cis-regulatory 
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bicluster as a result. In this paper, we compare our method with 
CC, OPSM and ISA method which we introduced.  

Although numerous researches were introduced after 
Cheng and Church for gene expression data, current bicluster 
methods primarily aim at finding Order preserving patterns and 
Additive or Multiplicative patterns. However, it is not sure that 
there is a correlation between these patterns and specific cancer 
subtypes because current bicluster method uses only disease 
(control) samples without control (disease) samples. And, 
actually, we observed that there is much overlap of genes 
between two contrasting biclusters which are founded on 
disease samples and control samples. Because of this reason, 
our study aims at finding pattern which can reflect specific 
subtype of disease and we name this pattern phenotype specific 
pattern.  

In this study, gene sets which have phenotype specific 
patterns have statistically very high or low gene expression in a 
fraction of disease samples and control samples. And, we 
assume that, it can represent a specific aspect of a disease.  For 
example, driver genes can regulate other disease genes which 
are involved in early state of a cancer, and these genes can have 
similar expression patterns only on subsets of disease samples. 

To find these phenotype specific gene sets, we propose 
PSBF (Phenotype Specific Bicluster Finder), in order to find 
gene sets which represent specific disease aspect of disease. 
Proposed method analysis disease and control samples and 
finds biclusters in which gene sets are statistically high or low 
gene expressed in specific disease samples compared to control 
and fraction of disease samples as shown in Fig 1. For example, 
gene a, b and c’s mRNA expression are statistically high or low 
in tumor condition 2, 3 and 5. Because gene a, b and c are 
differentially expressed compared to normal samples, it can be 
considered as disease specific gene set. Also, this gene set is 
differentially expressed compared to tumor sample 1, 4 
therefore it can be considered as phenotype specific gene set. In 
other words, gene a, b and c can represents specific subtype of 
cancer in which gene set is differentially expressed compared 
to control and fraction of tumor samples. At this table, if the 
value is higher than ‘2’, it means statistically high mRNA 
expression, and if the value is lower than ‘-2’, it means 
statistically low mRNA expression. 

  

Additionally, we apply weight to the gene set depending on 

the distance between genes in protein-protein interaction (PPI) 

network, in order to select more related gene sets. And, we 

develop new method using genetic algorithm for solving NP 

problem of biclustering. Genetic algorithm is developed by 

John Holland [8] firstly and it is derived from the process of 

natural evolution. It contains genetic technique such as 

inheritance, mutation, selection and cross over and it is usually 

used to find NP hard problem’s optimal solution.  

II. METHOD  

A. Data preprocessing 

We use GSE24514 gene microarray dataset [9] which 
includes 15 normal tissue samples and 34 colorectal tumor 
samples from GEO (Gene Expression Omnibus) [10]. We 
assume that gene expression of a sample follows a normal 
distribution, and accordingly apply z-scoring to the gene 
expression values.  

B. Generating Protein distance matrix 

We download protein interaction pair data from I2D 

version 2 (Interologous Interaction Database) [11] and we 

remove duplicated interaction and self-interaction pair. Finally, 

we get 306,419 protein interaction pairs which include 13,207 

proteins. Based on this protein interaction data, we build an 

undirected protein interaction graph where all of its edges 

have 1 as weight. Then, we apply Floyd-Warsall algorithm [12] 

to this graph to make a protein distance matrix. It is a 13207 X 

13207 matrix of which row and column means gene, and each 

value means shortest distance between the gene in a row and 

the gene in a column. Afterward, this matrix is used to get the 

weight of bicluster during process for pruning result sets in 

PSBF (Phenotype Specific Bicluster Finder). 

C. Phenotype Specific Bicluster  

 
In this paper, we developed a biclustering method based on 

genetic algorithm to find gene sets which have statistically 

high or low mRNA expression in specific tumor samples. 

Figure 2 shows system overview of proposed algorithm. We 

design PSBF method based on genetic algorithm, and it has 5 

main processes 1) generating initial bi-cluster sets 2) 

estimating biclusters 3) selecting biclusters 4) modifying 

biclusters 5) pruning result sets. Proposed method repeats 

process 2) ~ 4) N times to find biclusters and select best 

biclusters which satisfy threshold in process 5. 

 

Fig. 1. An example of gene set with statically different mRNA expression. 

 

 

Fig. 2. System overview. 
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1) Generating initial biclusters: Firstly, we generate 1000 

random biclusters as initial population for the genetic 

algorithm. Each bicluster contains 4 ~ 8 genes and samples 

randomly for being used in the method. 

2) Estimating Biclusters : Estimating Biclusters is a 

process for scoring bicluster to be used in the selection stage. 

Figure 3 shows bicluster scoring implementation. Bicluster D 

stores n sample IDs and m gene IDs from modification 

process. From       which is included in D, we calculated 

      which is a summation of mRNA expression value in all 

of samples which are included in D and        which is a 

summation of mRNA expression in all of samples which are 

not included in D. And then, we calculate       and        
by dividing       and       by number of samples [Line 

#1-12]. After that we calculate absolute value of       * 

(      –       ) for      ’s score (=         ) [Line #13]. 

The          is affected by      ‘s expression value and the 

difference of       ‘s expression value between a fraction of 

disease samples and other samples. After all of gene’s scores 

in D are calculated, finally, we can get bicluster D’s score 

(=      ) which is a summation of all of gene’s score in D.  

 

 
3) Selecting biclusters: This process is for selecting 

biclusters which are inherited to the next generation. In this 

experiment, we select t biclusters which will be used in the 

modifying process by repeating the process t times. At this 

process a bicluster which is from top k scored biclusters of the 

previous generation is selected with probability of p. And the 

rest of the biclusters are selected with probability of (1-p), for 

securing diversity of biclusters. We use t=10, p=0.9, and k=10 

which shows best performance. 

4) Modifying biclusters: Modifying Biclusters is a process 

to modify bicluster for diversity. There are switching genes 

and samples between two biclusters, and mutation by 

randomly deleting and adding samples and genes from 

biclusters. At first, we additionally make 2 * tC2 new 

biclusters by switching randomly selected genes and samples 

from t selected biclusters. In other words, the crossover 

process is applied for every possible pairs of biclusters 

selected in 3) then 2 crossovered biclusters are generated. As a 

result, we get t
2
 (= 2 * tC2 + t) biclusters which include the 

originally selected biclusters. Additionally, we make 4 * t
2
 

biclusters by randomly deleting and adding samples and genes 

to the t
2  

biclusters in the previous step then finally we get 5 * 

t
2
  bicluster. In other word, we get 500 bicluster which result 

from t=10. 

5) Pruning result set: This process filters the gene sets of 

the selected biclusters. The genetic algorithm has a hereditary 

trait so it makes unequal distribution of gene’s composition 

included in the biclusters. Therefore, it is necessary to filter 

similar biclusters to avoid generating redundant outputs. In 

order to filter the similar biclusters, we sort biclusters by its 

score and we select high-quality biclusters which have higher 

score than threshold. At that time, if there is more than 20 % 

similar bicluster to the high-quality biclusters, the latter 

biclusters in the sorted list are removed. 

 

D’score Dscoregene set’s average distance          
 

Additionally, if the PSBF method uses PPI data together, these 

bicluster’s score are calculated again like (1) above. In this 

formulation, we calculate gene set’s average distance between all of 

genes included in a bicluster from protein distance matrix. And, we 

calculate bicluster’s score (  ′     ) again. 

III. RESULTS 

Experimental environment is that, we used a Windows 7 

operating system on an Intel Core i5-3470, 3.2 GHz, 3.69 GB 

RAM machine and we have implemented our algorithm using 

the java language. 

A. Comprison of Gene Ontology terms 

 
Functional association of the genes which are in a bicluster 

identified by PSBF is tested using GO database searching. 

Gene Ontology is a database which defines GO terms 

representing genes and gene products properties of various 

organisms hierarchically, and we use FuncAssociate [13] for 

GO term verification. FuncAssociate is a tool which takes 

gene sets as input and then gives GO terms that the gene set 

shares and p-value as output. For experiment, we use 

biclusters which have only 4 genes, and are ranked in the top 

25 percent of bicluster score for verification. For comparison 

 

Fig. 3. Process of estimating biclusters. 

 

Fig. 4. GO term validation results using FuncAssociate. 
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with existing algorithms, other biclusters are obtained from 

BicAT_v2.22 [14]. The BicAT is a tool which takes gene 

expression data as input and then gives biclusters which are 

got from different methods including OPSM, ISA and CC 

method as outputs. Figure 4 shows the Go Term validation 

results using FuncAssociate. X-axis represents algorithm, and 

y-axis represents the proportion of biclusters significantly 

enriched with significance level of 0.00005. The proportion of 

PSBF is highest with 83%, which indicates that the biclusters 

of PSBF are more functionally related. 

B. Phenotype Specific Bicluster Finder integrated with 

protein interation data 

 
 Our method generates functionally more related biclusters 

if when we add protein interaction data. We identify that our 

method generates functionally more related biclusters when 

we added protein interaction data in various size of gene set. 

We use biclusters of which gene set have 4, 8 and 16 genes 

and we checked whether protein interaction data affect GO 

term accuracy or not. Figure 5 shows GO term accuracy of 

biclusters when PSBF does incorporate PPI and when it does 

not incorporate PPI. Y-axis shows GO term accuracy and x-

axis shows percentage of bicluster score which are used in 

experiment. For example, if x is 0.1, it means that we use only 

biclusters which are ranked in top 10 percent at bicluster score. 

From experiment result, it shows that bicluster score and GO 

term accuracy are directly proportional to each other so it 

represents that our experiment is designed well. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we suggest PSBF algorithm to find 

phenotype specific gene modules. In result, PSBF algorithm 

was proved to be better existing bicluster algorithms in finding 

gene modules which are closely related to each other 

functionally. Also in a process of finding biclusters by PSBF 

algorithm, the performance was found to be improved when 

using PPI data along with gene expression data.  
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